MADE IN THE USA

www.firetainment.com
The only all-season fire table that enables hibachi-style cooking at home.

“The variety of uses and the gorgeous look of these tables have made them the go-to product to incorporate into my outdoor living space designs.” -Paul LaFrance, HGTV
Our elegant fire tables combine the utility of a grill, the entertaining space of a table and the mesmerizing charm of a fire pit. Whether you’re cooking filets with the family or unwinding with a glass of your favorite wine, our “Firetaining” centers will undoubtedly become the heart of your home. Each of our fire tables are made with the finest in materials and finishes, offering sophisticated design styles to complement any outdoor space. Select from one of our classic fire tables, or allow us to customize one to fit your entertaining and cooking needs.
Introducing the Artisan Collection

With a focus on craftsmanship and earthy tones, the Artisan collection brings elegance to the elements. Each hammered copper top is created by hand, giving each table in this collection its own unique look and feel. As the highlight of the Artisan line, the Cyprus fire table features a handcrafted copper top that exudes an aged, rustic shine that will add character to any outdoor space.

Collection Features

- 24” casual dine height or 21” chat height
- Choice of colored fire glass or lava rock
- Marine-grade powder coated aluminum enclosure
- Stainless steel burner pan
- Stainless steel 40,000 BTU burner
- Stainless steel braided gas connections
- Connects to any standard 20 lb propane tank
- Natural gas conversion kit upon request
- ANSI Certified bronze and black base finishes
- Crafted in the USA
Unlike traditional finishes, this metallic feature will infuse a refined, Mediterranean element into your outdoor decor. This copper table was inspired by the island of Cyprus, famous in antiquity for leading the Bronze Age with its copper resources. Its handcrafted, hammered copper top encompasses the art and culture of this famous land. With earthy characteristics, this fire feature will add a subtle and natural elegance to any home.

**Product Specifications**

**Table Top:**
1-1/2' brown patina hammered copper table top with an eased edge.

**Base Height(s):**
- 21” Chat Height
- 24” Casual Dine Height

**Base Finish(es):**
- Black
- Brown

**1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:**
- Gray
- Black
- Earth Blend
- Blue
- Copper
- Lava Rock

**Weights & Dimensions:**
- 225lbs
- 48” W x 48” D

**Compatible Accessories:**
- Cooking Package
- Lazy Susan
- Round Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
- Tempered Glass Wind Guard
- Round Table Cover
Tour the Alfresco Collection

The Firetainment brand was built around bringing families together. As our original fire table collection, the Alfresco line was designed to bring the feel of home and hearth to the outdoors, giving loved ones a space to create memories. Inspired by the beauty and tradition of Europe, the Alfresco Collection earned its name from the Italian word for “outdoors.” These outdoor fire tables add an enchanting warmth to any backyard, lending space for outdoor dining, laughter and family.

Collection Features

• 24” casual dine height or 21” chat height
• Choice of colored fire glass or lava rock
• Marine-grade powder coated aluminum enclosure
• Stainless steel burner pan
• Stainless steel 40,000 BTU burner
• Stainless steel braided gas connections
• Connects to any standard 20 lb propane tank
• Natural gas conversion kit upon request
• ANSI Certified bronze and black base finishes
• Crafted in the USA
The Naples

The Naples 54” round upholds the beauty of the Alfresco line. With space to accommodate 6 to 10 people, this beautiful piece is designed to provide luxury and comfort. Much like the gorgeous Italian city, the Naples has a flair for romance and family-oriented tradition. With its welcoming warmth, room for entertaining loved ones, and versatile cooking capabilities, the Naples will quickly become the heart of your patio.

Product Specifications

Table Top:
54” Round 3cm Granite table top with a Polished or Rock Face edge

Granite Color(s):
Santa Cecilia  Black Pearl
Tan Brown      Azul Platino

Base Height(s):
21” Chat Height
24” Casual Dine Height

Base Finishe(s):
Black
Bronze

1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:
Gray    Black    Earth Blend
Blue    Copper    Lava Rock

Weights & Dimensions:
347lbs   54” W x 45” D

Compatible Accessories:
• Cooking Package
• Lazy Susan
• Round Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
• Tempered Glass Wind Guard
• Round Table Cover
The Riviera

Named after the famous Italian Riviera, this luxurious fire table was inspired by local Italian tradition and first-class design. The sophisticated Riviera 48” round can accommodate 4 to 8 guests comfortably, creating a cozy environment for more intimate parties. Prepare mouthwatering meals, warm up by the fire and relax in your outdoor space with the Riviera.

Product Specifications

Table Top:
48” Round 3cm Granite table top with a Polished or Rock Face edge

Granite Color(s):
Santa Cecilia  Black Pearl
Tan Brown  Azul Platino

Base Height(s):
21” Chat Height
24” Casual Dine Height

Base Color(s):
Black
Bronze

1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:
Gray  Black  Earth Blend
Blue  Copper  Lava Rock

Weights & Dimensions:
275lbs  48” W x 48” D

Compatible Accessories:
• Cooking Package
• Lazy Susan
• Round Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
• Tempered Glass Wind Guard
• Round Table Cover
The modern, sleek design of the Madrid 48” will add a touch of Spain to your patio. This Spanish-inspired square table combines contemporary elegance with classic, traditional edges to create a table perfectly suited for diverse outdoor styles. Invite your friends and family over for a night of tapas, wine and delicious Spanish-inspired dishes, all made right on this beautiful fire table.

**Product Specifications**

**Table Top:**
48” Square 3cm Granite table top with a Polished or Rock Face edge

**Granite Color(s):**
- Santa Cecilia
- Black Pearl
- Tan Brown
- Azul Platino

**Base Height(s):**
- 21” Chat Height
- 24” Casual Dine Height

**Base Color(s):**
- Black
- Bronze

**1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:**
- Gray
- Black
- Earth Blend
- Blue
- Copper
- Lava Rock

**Weights & Dimensions:**
- 305lbs
- 48” W x 48” L

**Compatible Accessories:**
- Cooking Package
- Lazy Susan
- Square Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
- Tempered Glass Wind Guard
- Square Table Cover
Just like the city of Tuscany, this fire table embodies beauty, rich wine, and great company. This eye-catching table is the perfect centerpiece for any outdoor space or party. Its unique rectangular design provides a wealth of space for entertaining all of your guests. Whether you want to roast marshmallows or simply create a warm ambiance, the table’s flame can be adjusted to fit your atmosphere. The Tuscany will beautifully illuminate your backyard while creating the perfect space for dining and relaxing with your loved ones.

**Product Specifications**

**Table Top:**
36” x 54” Rectangle 3cm Granite table top with a Polished or Rock Face edge

**Granite Color(s):**
- Santa Cecilia
- Black Pearl
- Tan Brown
- Azul Platino

**Base Height(s):**
- 21” Chat Height
- 24” Casual Dine Height

**Base Color(s):**
- Black
- Bronze

**1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:**
- Gray
- Black
- Earth Blend
- Blue
- Copper
- Lava Rock

**Weights & Dimensions:**
- 284lbs
- 36” W x 54” L

**Compatible Accessories:**
- Rectangle Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
- Tempered Glass Wind Guard
- Rectangle Table Cover
An influential patron to European culture, the exquisite features of the Venice fire table exemplify indistinguishable qualities correlated to the famed Italian City. Magnificently noted to be the first of its kind, the Venice table leads the Alfresco collection into a lavishly petite line of fire tables beautifully crafted to attract unparalleled moments of romance and intimate gatherings. Strike up a filet or enjoy the flames ambience under the stars, this renowned fire table will undoubtedly become the treasure of your outdoor living space reminiscent to the magical European city.

Product Specifications

**Table Top:**
42” x 42” Square 3cm Granite table top with a Polished edge

**Granite Color(s):**
Santa Cecilia
Tan Brown

**Base Height(s):**
21” Chat Height
24” Casual Dine Height

**Base Color(s):**
Black
Bronze

**1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:**
Gray   Black   Earth Blend
Blue   Copper   Lava Rock

**Weights & Dimensions:**
275 lbs  42” W x 42” L

**Compatible Accessories:**
• Cooking Package
• Lazy Susan
• Square Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
• Tempered Glass Wind Guard
• Square Table Cover
Procuring its name after the illustrious language of romance, the Venetian fire table speaks in a tone of both delicacy and refinement. The subtle yet uncanny allure of this exclusive table manifests from its intricate design and revolutionary size. Discover the ease and versatility of sophisticated entertainment as the Venetian flames whisk you away into a dream world of fluttering doves, trumpets, and singing gondoliers; all without leaving the comfort of your own patio.

Product Specifications

Table Top:
36” x 36” Square 2cm Granite table top with a Polished edge

Granite Color(s):
Santa Cecilia
Tan Brown

Base Height(s): Base Color(s):
21” Chat Height Black
24” Casual Dine Height Bronze

1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:
Gray Black Earth Blend
Blue Copper Lava Rock

Weights & Dimensions:
155 lbs 36” W x 36” L

Compatible Accessories:
• Cooking Package
• Lazy Susan
• Square Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
• Tempered Glass Wind Guard
• Square Table Cover
Tour the Modern Collection

Economy of form drives the design concept for the Modern collection. With clean design lines, geometric shapes and an overall minimalism, these tables will add an air of openness to any outdoor space. The modern collection combines form with function, providing a sleek all-in-one space for cooking, dining, entertaining and relaxing.

Collection Features

- 24” casual dine height or 21” chat height
- Choice of colored fire glass or lava rock
- Marine-grade powder coated aluminum enclosure
- Stainless steel burner pan
- Stainless steel 40,000 BTU burner
- Stainless steel braided gas connections
- Connects to any standard 20 lb propane tank
- Natural gas conversion kit upon request
- ANSI Certified bronze and black base finishes
- Crafted in the USA
Known as a world capital of art deco and minimalistic design, it was only fitting that we name this table after South Beach. Its streamlined design and beautiful quartz top are reminiscent of the architectural revolution that came to South Beach in the 1930s, but with a current twist. Settle into this table with a cocktail in hand, as you grill, fondue, or sauté the perfect meal.

**Product Specifications**

**Table Top:**
48” Square 2cm Quartz table top with an eased polished edge

**Quartz Color(s):**
White    Ginger
Concrete

**Base Height(s):**
21” Chat Height
24” Casual Dine Height

**Base Color(s):**
Black    Bronze

**1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:**
Gray    Black    Earth Blend
Blue    Copper    Lava Rock

**Weights & Dimensions:**
225lbs    48” W x 48” L

**Compatible Accessories:**
- Cooking Package
- Lazy Susan
- Square Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
- Tempered Glass Wind Guard
- Square Table Cover
In contrast to the large metropolitan city in Arizona, the Phoenix 28” square fire table provides a small slice of tranquility. Just as the giant city turned the barren desert into a booming destination, the Phoenix will bring life to your outdoor space. With its sleek style and tapered base, the Phoenix will create an intimate setting where guests can cook over the flame and enjoy outdoor dining.

**Product Specifications**

**Table Top:**
- 28” Square 2cm Quartz table top with an eased polished edge

**Quartz Color(s):**
- White
- Ginger
- Concrete

**Base Height(s):**
- 21” Chat Height
- 24” Casual Dine Height

**Base Color(s):**
- Black
- Bronze

**1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:**
- Gray
- Black
- Earth Blend
- Blue
- Copper
- Lava Rock

**Weights & Dimensions:**
- 95lbs
- 28” W x 28” L

**Compatible Accessories:**
- Cooking Package
- Lazy Susan
- Square Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
- Tempered Glass Wind Guard
- Square Table Cover
The Malibu

Lending its name from the affluent beach city in California, the Malibu fire table is reminiscent of the city’s “27 Miles of Scenic Beauty.” Bask in the warm, welcoming ambiance and watch as the flame illuminates across your fire table, combining elements of lavishness and elegance. This Cali-inspired patio table will fit effortlessly into any outdoor space as a showstopping design element and entertaining space.

Product Specifications

Table Top:
28” x 46” Rectangle 2cm Quartz table top with an eased polished edge

Quartz Color(s):
White  Ginger
Concrete

Base Height(s):
21” Chat Height
24” Casual Dine Height

Base Color(s):
Black  Bronze

1/4” Reflective Fire Glass Options:
Gray  Black  Earth Blend
Blue  Copper  Lava Rock

Weights & Dimensions:
138lbs  28” W x 46” L

Compatible Accessories:
• Rectangle Stainless Steel Burner Pan Lid
• Tempered Glass Wind Guard
• Rectangle Table Cover
1. **Glass Wind Guard** – Made of tempered 3/16” glass, the wind guard will give you a more controlled flame, enhancing your ability to cook with ease while deflecting elemental wind.

2. **Universal Cooking Mount** – This ceramic coated mount is engineered to accommodate each Firetainment cooking accessory. Use it with your own compatible wok, griddle or fondue set.

3. **Cast Iron Griddle** – Perfect for blackening and seasoning meats, this 14” griddle heats evenly and quickly cooks meals to perfection. Prevents spills with a built-in lip.

4. **Himalayan Salt Block** – Ideal for cooking meat and vegetables, these natural, mineral and nutrient rich blocks are made of 100% salt, harvested from the Himalayan mountains.

5. **Surface Thermometer** – Track temperatures on any flat surfaced cooking accessory with this surface mount thermometer for perfectly cooked meals, every time.

6. **Cooking Mitts** – Made of terrycloth and coated with silicone lining, these 13” oven mitts provide heat resistance up to 600 degrees for safe handling of the cooking accessories.
Optional Table Accessories

1. Lazy Susan – Transform your fire feature into a full service patio table, complete with a unique turning design and convenient serving area with a granite or quartz lazy susan top.

2. Burner Pan Lid – Built to fit the size of your table’s burner pan, this stainless steel lid is recommended for tables not under patio cover. Use the burner pan lid to keep out water and debris while not in use.

3. Fire Table Cover – Protect the integrity of your fire table with this Weathermax woven cover, finished with Hydromax technology. The perfect defense against the elements. Available for all tables.

4. Glass Wind Guard – Made of tempered 3/16” glass, the wind guard will give you a more controlled flame, enhancing your ability to cook with ease.
TABLE FINISH OPTIONS

**GRANITE SELECTION**

- Azul Platino
- Black Pearl
- Santa Cecilia
- Tan Brown

**QUARTZ SELECTION**

- White
- Concrete
- Ginger

**BASE POWDER COAT SELECTION**

- Black
- Bronze

**FIRE GLASS SELECTION**

- Black
- Blue
- Copper
- Earth Blend
- Platinum
- Lava Rock

**GRANITE EDGE SELECTION**

- Standard for Round Tables
  - Polished
  - Rock Face
- Standard for Square Tables
  - Polished
  - Rock Face

**BASE SELECTION**

- 24” Casual Dine Height
  (Recommended for standard seating.)
- 21” Chat Height
  (Recommended for low profile seating.)